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The SPINE sample holder standard [1] has been essential for the automation of macromolecular X-ray crystallography (MX) in Europe. Motivated by the continuously increasing sample flow at MX beamlines and by the emergence of automated harvesters, studies are ongoing to define a compact and precise sample holder for frozen crystallography. Lead by the EMBL Grenoble, this "newPin" collaborative project is partly supported by the European FP7 program BioStruct-X (www.embl.fr/newpin) and includes most of the European synchrotrons, NSLS-II (USA), SPING8 (Japan), as well as the companies Molecular Dimension Ltd. and MiTeGen . First aim of this new standard is to reduce the transporting costs of frozen samples as well as puck turnover at beamlines. Second aim would be to facilitate crystal alignment at beamlines using a design that allows precise 3D positioning of the sample holder on its support. Ultimately, automated harvesting systems like "CrystalDirect" [2] could record the coordinates of the harvested crystals for a priori alignment at beamlines. Two sample holder models are proposed with a storage density of 36 samples per puck, newPin and miniSpine, which share a common handling robot gripper and uni-puck like Dewar slots. MiniSpine was selected for the first implementation of the future sample holder standard as it is easier to integrate at beamlines. It will be presented in detail together with compatible robotics and goniometer equipment. The results obtained at the ESRF/EMBL/INDIA BM14 beamline using the FlexED8 sample changer will be shown. The challenges to finalize and integrate this new standard at beamlines will be discussed.
[1] Acta Cryst. (2006) The Macromolecular Crystallography team at Diamond Light Source are providing their users with a broad suite of beamlines and capabilities all supported by automated data analysis engines running in the background, generating results that are accessible to remote users through web and app interfaces. The new VMX beamlines at Diamond and the Diamond XFEL-Hub will push the limits of perfomance of these pipelines and are demanding fundamental development of underlying software and algorithms, in particular raw data analysis, to handle broad bandpass beams and multicrystal analysis. The DIALS software is one such development that provides the flexibility to accommodate these challenges and together with new approaches to pipeline design and remote analysis services (in collaboration with CCP4) we aim to provide users with 'cloud' like access to collection and analysis. 
